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 الملخص

 ةدرمسحلدد ةعلددا تحلدديب  ل دد ةدلانت ائيدد ةدرددا ديدددا  تدداطيس در سي دد ةدرحاريدد ةتهدد ا در سد دد       
-وذرك من خلاب ديدا  ما يلي: ،ةفي دركتا  ةددن ي ةرغ – ةدلانكليزي  ةدر دس ين رلغ ةدلاع د ي  

فدي  ةددن يد ةرغ – ةدلانكليزي ةدرلا درخامس دع د ي در دس ين رلغ ةمتو   م توى  ل  .1
 . ةدركتا 

 ةو  ل دد ةدرتدسي يدد ةدرمدموعدد ةفيمددا دذد كددان  ندداك دي فددسن  دب  ددين تحلدديب  ل دد ةمعسفدد .2
 في دلاخت اس در ع ي . ةدرضا   ةدرمدموع

عندددد  م ددددتوى درتمييدددددز  ةفيمددددا دذد كددددان  ندددداك دي فددددسن  دب  دددددين تحلدددديب در ل دددد ةمعسفدددد .3
 وتحليلهم عن  م توى دلانتاج رلأخت اس در ع ي .

 : ةدرفسضيات درتاري ةتم لياغ ةورتح ين د  دا درس ار       
 ةددن ي ةرغ – ةدلانكليزي ةدرلا درخامس دع د ي در دس ين رلغ ةدن متو   تحليب  ل  .1

 . ةضمن متو    سدات درتحليب درنظسي في دركتا 

ومتو ددد   ةدرتدسي يددد ة دددين متو ددد  تحلددديب درمدموعددد ةدحلدددائي ةلا يودددد  فدددسن ذو  لارددد .2
 في دلاخت اس در ع ي .   ةدرضا   ةرمدموعتحليب د

عندد  م ددتوى درتمييددز  ة ددين متو دد  تحلدديب در ل دد ةدحلددائي ةلا يوددد  دي فددسن ذو  لاردد .3
 تحليلهم عن  م توى دلانتاج رلأخت اس در ع ي .و 

مدن  ةو دتين  ار د ة دت من ةمكون ةعشودئي ةأُختيست عين ة  رلتح ن  فسضيات  ذه  در سد       
دلالددددمعي رل نددددات ودرتددددي  ةدع د يدددد ةدرعلمددددي ادحيددددائي  دعدددد د ي فددددي م س دددد-درلددددا درخددددامس

mailto:Safaalneamy5@gmail.com
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 ةدرتدسي يدد ةدردا مدمدوعتين مت داويتن درمدموعد ة% مدن درمدتمدا دركلدي . ت دمت درعيندد1٧تمطدب
طم كوفؤ في دعماس ن ودرتحليب درعلمي رلودر ين، و سداتهن في دلاخت اس  ةدرضا   ةودرمدموع
 در  لي . 

 English for Iraq, 5th مدددن كتدددا  ةتدددم تددد سيس درمدمدددوعتين نفدددس درمدددا      

Preparatory student’s Book ةدرتدسي يددد ةرلمدموعدد ةدلانت ائيدد ة،  ا ددتخ دم در سي ددد 
، و عددد  ةد دددئل ة. تدددم  نددداا دخت ددداس تحلددديلي مدددن خم ددد ةدرضدددا   ةرلمدموعددد ةدرت لي يددد ةودر سي ددد

ُ ّ ن علدا كِدلا  ةُ ّ ن علا كِلا ف سدت ةف سدت ةو تو  ة، وم توى لعو ة، وط اتةدرتح ن من لحت
 درمدموعتين.

وكانددت درنتددائ   ةدرمنا دد  ةذرددك  ا ددتخ دم دلا دداري  دلاحلددائيوحُللددت و  ةدُمعددت ددا ددات در ل دد 
 كارتاري :

، و ددين متو دد  درتحلدديب  ةمددن دهدد ة نارددك فددسن  دب  ددين متو دد  درتحلدديب درعددام رل ل دد .1
 درعام. ةدخسى ورلارح د دا در ل  ةدرنظسي من ده

ومتو دددد   ةدرتدسي يدددد ة ددددين متو دددد   تحلدددديب درمدموعدددد ةدحلددددائي ةيوددددد  فددددسن ذو  لاردددد .2
رهددا  ةدلانت ائيدد ةفددي دلاخت داس در عدد ي ، و ددذد يدد ب علدا أن در سي دد ةدرضددا   ةتحلديب درمدموعدد

 . ةفي دركتا  ةتاطيس ديدا ي علا تحليب در ل 

عند  م دتويا درتمييدز ودلا سدك  ةين متو   تحليب در ل د  ةدحلائي ةلايود  فسن ذو  لار .3
 رلأحت اس در ع ي .

ودخيددسد وفددي ضددوا درنتددائ  درتددي تددم درتولددب دريهددا، تددم ت دد يم عدد   مددن دلا ددتنتادات درتولدديات 
 .  ةودرم تسحات رل سد ات م ت  لي
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Abstract 

    The study aims to investigate the effect of the Eclectic Method on 

EFL preparatory school students’ achievement in writing through 

finding out: 

1. the average level of the EFL fifth year-scientific (biology) 

preparatory school students’ achievement in writing. 

2. whether there is any significant difference between the 

achievement of the experimental group and that of the control group, in 

the posttest. 

3. finding out whether there is any significant difference between the 

students' achievement at the recognition and the production levels, of 

the posttest.   

These aims have been achieved through verifying the following 

hypotheses: 

1. The mean scores of the EFL fifth year preparatory school students’ 

achievement is within the theoretical mean scores of achievement in 

writing. 

2. There is no significant difference between the mean scores of the 

experimental group’s achievement and that of the control group’s 

achievement, in the posttest. 

3. There is no significant difference between the mean scores of the 

students’ performance at the recognition level and that at the 

production level, of the posttest 

      To verify the hypotheses of this study, a sample of sixty-six female 

students who represent 17% of its original population have been 

randomly selected from the fifth year-scientific (biology) of the 

preparatory school students in Al-Asmaii Preparatory School for Girls, 

and divided them into two equal groups, i.e. experimental and control 
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groups. Both groups are equalized in their ages, parents’ academic 

attainment, and students’ scores in the pretest.    

        The two groups have been taught the same material, English for 

Iraq, 5th Preparatory Student’s Book, by using the Eclectic Method 

for the experimental group and the traditional method for the control 

group. An achievement test of five questions has been constructed, 

validated, its reliability is obtained, its items have been analyzed and 

then applied to the two groups of the study. The collected data has been 

statistically analyzed and the obtained results are as follows: 

1. There is a significant difference between the students’ average level 

of achievement in writing and the theoretical level of achievement, and 

in favour of the former.                    

2. There is a significant difference between the mean scores of the 

experimental group and that of the control group’s achievement in the 

posttest, and in favour of the experimental group. 

3. There is no significant difference in the mean scores of the students’ 

achievement at the recognition level and that at the production level, of 

the posttest. 

Finally, in the light of the obtained results, a number of conclusions, 

recommendations, and suggestions have been put forward for future 

work. 
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Section One 
Introduction 

1.1 Statement of the Problem:  Learning a second or a foreign 

language entails mastering four fundamental skills: listening, speaking, 

reading, and writing. English has lately become the actual standard, 

therefore, speaking and writing have become increasingly important. 

Learning English has grown in popularity across the world. Today, 

English is a globally known language, i.e. science, business, diplomacy, 

travel, tourism, computers, and publishing all use it (Bibi, 2002:1). 

       According to Harmer (2007:265) writing is part of the productive 

aspect of the language skills. It is the skill that needs learners to 

construct language on their own. It is one of the most fundamental and 

necessary abilities for effective communication. Although writing is the 

most difficult of the four categories of language skills, it is still the 

most important skill for English language learners to master 

(Saravanan, 2015:158).Therefore, Iraqi EFL students are taught many 

forms of writing such as, expository and narrative texts. 

      Teaching writing skill to EFL students has its own set of 

challenges, thus several teaching methodologies and approaches have 

been used in language classrooms to teach writing to EFL students. All 

of these methods have undoubtedly assisted EFL students in acquiring 

the necessary writing skills in English and showing a basic command of 

the language. However, teaching and acquisition of writing are not 

linear processes. They need a multi-layered, recursive technique, and a 

significant amount of time must be set out for review (Alharbi, 

2017:33). This study attempts to investigate how successfully the 

Eclectic Method, which is a combination of scientific approaches and 

techniques, can be used to teach writing and to increase the EFL 

preparatory school students’ achievement in writing. 
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1.2 Aims of the Study: This study aims at finding out the effect of 

using the Eclectic Method on EFL preparatory school students’ 

achievement in writing, through finding out: 

1. the average level of the EFL fifth year-scientific (biology) 

preparatory school students’ achievement  in writing. 

2. whether there is any significant difference between the 

achievement of the experimental group and that of the control group, in 

the posttest. 

3. finding out whether there is any significant difference between the 

students’ achievement at the recognition and production levels, of the 

posttest. 

1.3 Hypotheses: The following null hypotheses have been posited in 

order to achieve the aims of the study: 

1. The mean scores of the EFL fifth year-scientific (biology) 

preparatory school students’ achievement is within the theoretical mean 

scores of achievement in the posttest. 

2. There is no significant difference between the mean scores of the 

experimental group’s achievement and that of the control group’s 

achievement, in the posttest. 

3. There is no significant difference between the mean scores of the 

students’ performance at the recognition level and that at the 

production level, of the posttest. 

1.4 Value of the Study: In modern language instruction, the Eclectic 

Method to language teaching has become widespread and fashionable. 

However, there has not been much work done to study eclecticism in 

the context of language education. Thus the value of the study stems 

from its role in: 

1. throwing light on the benefits of using the Eclectic Method in the 

language classroom through the use of modern experiences. 
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2.  motivating preparatory school students to learn more about the 

variety of topics and improve their mastery of a wide range of texts. 

3.  serving as a guideline to EFL teachers and encourages them to use 

the Eclectic Method to motivate their students to write professionally 

and independently.  

4.  enabling EFL teachers to create their own method by blending 

appropriate aspects of other methods in a principled manner. 

5. directing the attention of EFL specialists towards the principled 

eclecticism which is based on the idea of fitting the teaching method to 

the learners and not vice versa. 

6.  experimenting the role of using the Eclectic Method in the 

educational process for the purpose of improving EFL students’ writing 

ability. 

  1.5 Limits of the Study: This study is limited to the fifth year-

scientific (biology) preparatory school students in “Al-Asmaii 

Preparatory School for Girls” in the city of Mousl /Governorate of 

Nineveh who are studying English for Iraq 5
th 

Preparatory Student’s 

Book during the academic year 2021-2022. 

1.6 Operational Definitions of Basic Terms:  

1.6.1 Eclectic Method: It is a blend of more than one method or 

teaching technique for teaching EFL writing to preparatory school 

students. 

1.6.2 Achievement: : It is students' performance on written 

examinations administered at the conclusion of a ten-week course to 

determine whether or not they have learned and acquired the language 

they been studied or exposed to. 

1.6.3 Writing: It is one of the four essential skills in the language, and 

it is the process of communicating thoughts and ideas using symbols in 

a readable format. 
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Section Two 

Theoretical Background 

2.1 Language Learning Through the Eclectic Method: The 

requirements and challenges of the learners have expanded; therefore, a 

single teaching approach or methodology for teaching communication 

skills is no longer practicable or successful. The Eclectic Method is 

justified by the weaknesses of the single method, because a single 

method has a narrow theoretical basis and a limited set of activities 

which making it inflexible (Gilliland, James and Bowman, 1994: 554). 

     The Eclectic Method, according to Aslam (2008:61) is a varied, 

comprehensive, integrated, and technically self-triggered approach to 

teaching in which the best techniques from various teaching methods 

are thoroughly and clearly integrated to meet learners' extremely 

varied, differed, and individual needs. The Eclectic Method arose from 

the recognition that each methodology has strengths and drawbacks, 

and that no one method could respond to the changing classroom 

environment. The pedagogical strategy teaching and learning English is 

linked to learning and teaching English based on views of that 

eclectically helps to bridge the gap between learning and teaching 

models (Kumar, 2013:1). 

        In his article, Irwandi (2020:101) argues that in order to ensure 

that independent learning via distance learning continues to function 

effectively during the COVID-19 pandemic, it is suggested that the 

eclectic method should be used, as it combines the strengths and 

weaknesses of numerous methods. The teacher can use some eclectic 

qualities to help learners in reaching learning objectives and 

accommodating learners' learning styles while using an eclectic 

method. 
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2.2 Writing and the Eclectic Method: When teaching writing to 

pupils with different cultural backgrounds and goals, it is difficult to 

employ only one method. Furthermore, traditional methods do not 

emphasize the importance of language as a tool for communication. 

The goal behind teaching writing has always been to provide learners 

with knowledge about the grammatical structures of the language 

through numerous tasks in course books. Meanwhile, eclecticism, 

which is related to pluralism, entails the flexibility to choose teaching 

methods that suit with unique learning requirements, enabling learners 

to communicate using their writing skills (Alharbi, 2017:34). 

     Researchers and teachers attempt to build a method and adopt a 

methodology that cater to the demands of modern learners as a result of 

the rising interest in learning about EFL writing. In order to fulfil the 

objectives of teaching a cohesive, pluralistic language there is a need of 

a learner-centered approach to language teaching and learning that 

includes organized teacher input and whole-class group activities.  The 

focus should be on how the teacher can meet the requirements of 

almost every single student (Lin and Man, 2009:52). 

       Because it frees the teacher and students from inflexible, traditional 

and teacher-centered teaching methods that offer no choice to either the 

teachers or the students, the eclectic method has emerged as the most 

effective way of learning and teaching writing to EFL learners. It has 

the potential to keep the language teacher open to alternatives. The 

teacher will actively seek out new techniques, testing them out in their 

professional practice on a regular basis; thus, eclecticism may be 

justified (Weideman,2001:9-10). 

2.3 Teaching Techniques of the Eclectic Method: 

1. Motivation: It is a basic principle in the process of teaching. 

Depending on how effectively the students are motivated and warmed 

up at the start of class, the class will either succeed or fail. Beginning 
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with a warm up activity can help students to establish a mental set, be 

engaged, and get interested (Broughton, 1978: 47). 

2. Explanation/ Interpretation: This technique is used to teach 

grammar, either explicitly or implicitly. In explicit presentation, the 

teacher uses grammatical terms to directly describe the target grammar 

(rules and patterns). In implicit presentation, the teacher delays giving 

an explicit explanation of the target grammar and instead starts with an 

example to explain the rules. While each of these two methods is useful 

on its own, learners have a variety of learning needs that cannot be met 

by just one method. In order to overcome this thing “fusion” method is 

used in which grammatical rules are first implicitly introduced in a 

meaningful context, then they are explicitly explained (Savage et al, 

2010: 19). 

3. Peer work: It is a task-based technique that involves teaching 

writing to the students. Three groups of students are formed, with one 

promising student placed in each group to provide effective monitoring. 

Each group is given the freedom to select its own topic for the essay, 

which is then completed. Individual students actively participate in the 

task while it is being completed. The peer tutoring method not only 

makes it easier for the teacher to teach, but also helps the learners to 

learn language and grammatical norms in a cooperative, 

nonthreatening, and enjoyable way (Rizve, 2012: 99). 

4. Repeat-After-Me:  Another very successful teaching technique 

that may be incorporated into the process of learning a language is 

Repeat-After-Me. It is notably helpful for correcting pronunciation 

errors, acquiring and remembering new vocabulary, making learning 

and memorizing foreign languages easier, and for memorization in 

general. This technique, which essentially teaches skills like word 
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stress, syllables, and intonation, is effective for teaching correct 

pronunciation (Sarifa, 2020: 109).  

5. Gestures and Mimes: They are useful for class instructions, 

especially in noisy environments. They help in the teaching of 

pronunciation, assist the teacher and students in communicating, 

understanding, and participating during lessons and class activities. 

They make the classroom fun, and they are used as a gaming activity 

(Wickham, 2012: 6). 

6. Games: Games are excellent tools for language learning because 

they improve students' awareness, reduce anxiety by providing a 

relaxed learning environment, support in the inductive teaching of 

grammar and vocabulary, and provide a meaningful communication 

background by creating engaging activities that would encourage more 

introverted students to participate  in class activities (Tabassum, 2018: 

141),. 

7. Error Correction:The learning process is thought to include 

errors on sometimes. This does not imply that mistakes are accepted, 

but rather that mistakes are seen as part of the learning process. 

Therefore, it is best to repair errors when the communication activity is 

complete rather than right away. Corrective feedback is essential for 

creating error-free communication and breaking the habit of making 

mistakes. Corrective feedback could be written or spoken. There are 

several techniques used for correcting oral errors, including explicit 

correction, repetition of the error, clarification requests, peer correction, 

ignoring, and self-correction. Additionally, in an interactive classroom, 

the teacher moves around, notes any mistakes, and then fixes them once 

the activity is finished. Peer editing is another highly effective 

technique for error correction (Al-Faki & Siddick, 2013:1771). 
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2.4 Characteristics of the Eclectic Method 

•  Subjectivity:  The eclectic method is developed by an individual 

teacher in connection with the learning and teaching context. Therefore, 

what may be named eclectic will depend on the ideas that a certain 

teacher will develop in accordance with the conditions affecting the 

classroom. Teachers are free to select wisely what they believe will 

enhance learning and to determine how and what can be included into a 

given situation. As a result, the subjectivity refers to how many 

teachers define what may define as eclectic. The fact that learners with 

various characteristics should be able to access learning without 

difficulty is what makes eclectic teaching's goal and base so widespread 

(Mwanza, 2017: 57). 

•  Promoting the Usage of the First Language: The connection 

between the first and foreign languages is necessary for the teaching 

and learning of EFL. For some less able high school students would 

benefit if some of the English-based concepts could be taught in a local 

tongue if doing so in English is proving challenging for such students. 

It is important to understand the role that the first language plays in 

helping students acquire the foreign language since their prior 

knowledge makes learning it easier (ibid). 

•   Contextualization:  The eclectic method also recognizes that every 

teaching and learning experience is unique and dependent on the 

situation or context. Every learning environment is different, so every 

learning situation calls for a different method to fit the circumstances. 

This also implies that any global idea or conceptualization of the 

method should be comprehended and interpreted in light of the specific 

circumstances of the classroom. It is noted that “global principles are 

for general guidance but their implications need to be worked out for 

local everyday practice” which indicates that teachers will choose how 
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to contextualize the method to meet the learning goals of the students 

once they are aware of the circumstances surrounding their class 

(Kumaravadivelu, 2006:198) . 

•  The Combination of Inductive and Deductive Strategies:  One of 

the characteristics of the eclectic method, particularly when teaching 

English grammar, is the combination of the deductive and inductive in 

the same lesson. These two strategies are important because they have 

creative thinking. Students may be allowed to design the rule on their 

own. If they are unable to, the teacher should give them a 

comprehensive explanation of the rule. Hence, they are both helpful. 

Only the teacher should be aware of when and how to employ each one 

(Mwanza, 2017: 59). 

•   Learner-Centered Method:  According to the eclectic method, 

teaching should be learner-centered and should include role playing, 

problem-solving exercises, group discussions, and debates. The best 

way to implement the eclectic method is for teachers to offer a variety 

of activities to fulfill the demands of various learning types so that all 

students will have at least some activities they find engaging. Teachers 

require methods that are effective in their particular circumstances and 

have objectives that are suitable to the kind of students they are 

teaching (Wali, 2009:36). 
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Section Three 

 Procedures 

3.1 The Experimental Design: It is a set of procedures that allows a 

researcher to test hypotheses by coming to valid conclusions about the 

relationship between independent and dependent variables (Best and 

Kahan, 2006:177). It is “a method of research in the social sciences 

(such as sociology or psychology) in which a controlled experimental 

factor is subjected to special treatment for purpose of comparison with 

a factor kept constant” (merriam-webster.com). The experimental 

design of the current study is entitled “The posttest- Only Equivalent- 

Group Design” (ibid:179), as shown in Table (1). 

Table (1) 

The Experimental Design of the Study 

Group Independent variable Posttest 

Experimental Eclectic Method Posttest 

Control Traditional method Posttest 

  This design includes the following steps: 

1. Selecting two groups of students and randomly assigning them to 

experimental and control groups. 

2. Equalizing the experimental and control groups, in some variables. 

3. Administrating the independent variable only to the experimental 

group. 

4. Teaching the control group the same instructional material taught 

to the experimental group, but according to the traditional way. 

5. Posttesting the two involved groups of students. 

6. Analyzing the collected data to obtain the final results. 
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3.2 Population and Sampling: The population of the current study 

includes all of the fifth year-scientific (biology) preparatory school 

students who are distributed among nine schools in the city of mousl 

during the academic year 2021-2022. Whose total number is 390. Al-

Asmaii Preparatory School for Girls is randomly selected to be 

involved in the experiment of the study. The total number of the fifth 

year-scientific (biology) students of the selected school is sixty-six who 

represent 17% of their original population. The students are grouped 

into three sections: (A), (B) and (c). Section (A) and Section (B) have 

been randomly selected as the control group and experimented group, 

respectively.  Each of section (A) and (B) consists of thirty three 

students and section (C) includes thirty students. For the purpose of the 

pilot study, fifteen students from class (C) have been chosen, as shown 

in table (2). 

Table (2) 

  The Population and Sample of the Study 

3.3 Instructional Material and Students’ Instruction: The 

instructional material of this study includes units 1, 2, and 3 of English 

for Iraq 5
th

 Preparatory.  These units have been taught during the 

period of conducting the experimental part of this study which is lasted 

for nine weeks. The instruction of the two groups started on the 22
nd

 

November 2021 and ended on the 23
rd

 January 2022. 

Group Sections 
No. of 

population 

No. of  

sample 

No. of pilot 

study 

Experimental B 

390 

33 
 

15 
Control A 33 

Total  66 15 
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      According to the Teacher’s Book (2017:11) the stages and sub-

skills of writing at the 5th
 Preparatory include : 

 brainstorming ideas in preparation for writing –selecting and 

rejecting ideas. 

 arranging information for impact. 

 organizing content into paragraphs. 

 producing grammatically accurate sentences. 

 Using appropriate punctuations to make meaning clear. 

 editing writing. 

 developing meaning within a paragraph and through the text. 

-Steps of Teaching the Experimental Group 

1.Write on the board some questions about the topic(The Internet) and 

discuss the questions with the students to activate their knowledge 

about the topic. Brainstorming is one of the procedures that has been 

used in the class for warming up the students 

2.Let the students look at their books on page 26. Read the text 

carefully while the students are listening, and ask them about the 

meaning of the new words. 

3.Let the students discuss in groups the advantages and disadvantages 

of the Internet, and write them down on their notebooks. 

4. The students are required to arrange what they wrote individually at 

home into a meaningful paragraph. 

 -Steps of Teaching the Control Group 

1.Read the text and explain the meaning of the new words. 

2.explain the meaning of some useful words written under the text like: 

website, instant message, surf the net. 
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3.write a paragraph about the Internet on the board and let the students 

write it down. Finally ask them to write it three times as a homework 

assignment. 

3.4 Construction of the Achievement Posttest:  A test is any 

procedure for measuring ability, knowledge, or performance (Richards 

et al, 1992: 377). An achievement posttest has been constructed in 

terms of the contents and behavioural objectives of the instructional 

material, as shown in table (3).   The posttest contains five questions. 

The first two questions are related to the recognition level, whereas the 

last three questions are related to the production level. 

-The first question includes two sections (A) and (B): The first section 

(A) consists of five items and testees need to fill in the blanks with the 

correct words. Each item is given two marks. Section (B) consists of 

five items and the testees should do as required. Each item is given two 

marks. 

- Question two includes two sections (A) and (B): Section (A) consists 

of five items and testees need to fill in the blanks with the given 

appropriate words. Each item is given two marks. Section (B) consists 

of five items and each item is given two marks. Students are required to 

match the items of list A with their suitable ones in lists B to make 

compound nouns. 

- Question three is about the Mobile phone. The students are required to 

write a paragraph mentioning the problems and benefits of using the 

mobile phone. The total score of this question is twenty. 

- Question four includes two sections, A and B, and the students are 

asked to choose one of them:- ( A) is about writing an e-mail to a friend 

and inviting her to a party. (B) is about writing a letter to a foreign 

friend in Britain describing “Ramadan” as a religious occasion for 

Muslims. The total score of this question is twenty. 
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-Question five consists of two sections, A and B. The students are 

asked to write a composition of 40-50 words on one of them. Section 

(A) to write about the importance of the Internet in our lives. (B) to 

write about their Favourite hobby. The total score of this question is 

twenty. 

Table (3) 

The Specifications of the Contents, Behaviours, Items & Marks of 

the Posttest 

Level 
No. of 

Questions 
Content Behaviours objectives 

No. of 

Items 
Marks 

 

Recognition 

1/A Words selection 
to fill in the blanks 

with the correct words. 
5 10 

1/B 
Grammatical 

Items 
to do as required 5 10 

 

 

Recognition 

2/A words selection 
To fill in the blanks 

with appropriate words 

 

5 

 

10 

2/B 
compound 

nouns 

to match between the 

words in list (A) with 

the suitable ones in list 

(B) 

5 10 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3 
a written 

paragraph 

to write about the 

benefits and problems 

of the mobile phone. 

1 20 

4/A an  e-mail 
to write an e-mail for 

an invention to a party. 
1 20 
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Level 
No. of 

Questions 
Content Behaviours objectives 

No. of 

Items 
Marks 

 

 

Production 

 

4/B a letter 

to write a letter to 

foreign friend 

describing Ramadan. 

1 20 

5/A  

 

a composition 

to write about the 

importance of the 

Internet in our lives 

1 20 

5/B 
to write about a  

favourite hobby 
1 20 

Total 5   25 100 

 3.5 Scoring Scheme of the Posttest: Heaton (1988:148) assumes that 

the analytic procedure is based on a scoring scheme that the researcher 

designed and developed to show how the scores are distributed across a 

variety of question criteria. A scoring scheme should be tight in 

general, and the marks for each part of the questions should be 

mentioned on the test papers (Eilks and Byers, 2015:220). The total 

score of the constructed posttest is 100, which is distributed among the 

five questions with 20 marks for each question as follows: 

    Question 1, 2 consists of two sections (A) and (B), each section 

includes five items and scored out of 10, so two marks are specified for 

each correct item and zero for the wrong one. Question 3, 4, 5 are 

assessed in terms of five criteria namely: vocabulary, grammar, 

spelling, punctuation marks and handwriting. Each criterion is marked 

as; very good, good, or weak. Four marks are given for ‘’very good’’, 

three marks for ‘’good’’, and one mark for ‘’weak’’, as shown in 

table(4). 
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Table (4) 

 The Scale of the Students’ Scores 

No. of Question Criteria Qualities Scores 

3, 4, 5 

Vocabulary 

Very good 

Good 

Weak 

4 

3 

1 

Grammar 

Very good 

Good 

Weak 

4 

3 

1 

Spelling 

Very good 

Good 

Weak 

4 

3 

1 

Punctuation 

Very good 

Good 

Weak 

4 

3 

1 

Handwriting 

Very good 

Good 

Weak 

4 

3 

1 

 

3.6 Final Administration of the Posttest: After ensuring the validity, 

reliability, difficulty level, and discrimination power of the posttest 

items, it has been applied on the 23
rd

 January 2022 to both experimental 

and control groups. The test papers have been distributed to the testees 

who are asked to read the questions carefully and write down their 

answers and finish within the limited time of the test. Then, all of the 

test papers have been collected and scored according to the constructed 

scoring scheme. 
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Section Four 

Analysis of Data, Discussion of Results, Conclusions and 

Recommendations 

4.1  Students’ Average Level of Performance in the Achievement 

Posttest. 

      In order to verify the first hypothesis, the mean scores as well as the 

standard deviations of the students’ performance in the posttest is 

obtained. They are 66.17    and 25.10, respectively. T-test formula for 

two related samples is applied. The computed T-value is 5.23, whereas 

the tabulated t-value is 2.00, as shown in table (5). Since the computed 

t-value is higher than the tabulated t-value, it means that there is a 

significant difference between the students’ average level of 

achievement, on one hand, and the theoretical level of achievement, on 

the other hand, and in favour of the former. Thus, the first hypothesis is 

rejected.    

Table (5) 

 The Mean Scores, Standard Deviations and T-Values of Students’ 

Average Level in the  Posttest 

No. of 

Students 

Mean 

Scores 
SD 

Average 

Level 

T-Value 

DF 
Level of 

significance 
Computed Tabulated 

66 66.17 25.10 50.00 5.23 2.00 64 0.05 

  

4.2 Comparison Between the Achievement of the Experimental and 

Control Groups in the Achievement Posttest  

     In order to find out whether there is any significant difference 

between the mean scores of the experimental group’s achievement, and 

that of the control group, in the posttest, both mean scores are obtained 
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and compared. Results show that the mean scores of the experimental 

group is 76.45 and that of the control group is 55.88. The standard 

deviations of the experimental group is 20.48 and that of the control 

group is 28.17. By using the t-test formula for two independent samples 

the computed t-value is found to be 3.39 while the tabulated t-value is 

found to be2.00, at the level of significance (0.05) and degree of 

freedom (64), as shown in table (6). This indicates that there is a 

significant difference between the mean scores of the experimental 

group and that of the control group, and for the benefit of the former. 

This means that the achievement of the experimental group which has 

been taught by the Eclectic Method is better than the achievement of 

the control group which has been taught by the traditional one. Thus, 

the second hypothesis is rejected. 

Table (6) 

 The Mean Scores, Standard Deviations and T-Values of the Two 

Groups in the Posttest 

Group 
No. of 

students 

Mean 

Scores 
SD 

T-Values 

DF 
Level of 

significance Computed Tabulated 

Experimental 33 76.45 20.48 

3.39 2.00 64 0.05 

Control 33 55.88 28.17 

 

4.3 Comparison between Students’ Achievement at the Recognition 

Level and that at the Production Level of the Posttest. 

      The mean scores of the students’ achievement at the recognition 

level and that at the production level of the posttest are calculated and 
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compared in order to find out whether there is any significant 

difference between them. The obtained results show that the mean 

scores of  achievement at the recognition level is found to be 18.79 and 

that at the production level is found to be 12.96. The standard deviation 

at the recognition level is 18.53 and that at the production level is 

19.05. The t-test formula for two related samples is used. Results show 

that the computed t-value is 1.26 and the tabulated t-value is 2.00 at the 

degree of freedom (64) and level of significant (0.05), as shown in table 

(7). This means that there is not any significant difference between 

students’ achievement at the recognition level and that at the 

production level. Therefore, the third hypothesis is accepted. 

Table (7) 

 The Mean Scores, Standard Deviations and T-Values of the 

Experimental Group at the Two Levels of the Posttest 

 
No. of      

Students 

Mean 

Scores 
SD DF 

T-Value Level of 

Significance Computed Tabulated 

Recognition 
33 

18.79 18.53 
64 1.26 2.00 0.05 

Production 12.96 19.05 
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4.4 Discussion of the Obtained Results 

   The obtained results of the current study show that the achievement 

of the experimental group who has been taught by using the Eclectic 

Method is better than that of the control group who has been taught by 

using the traditional method. This means that the Eclectic Method 

proves to be effective in teaching writing to the EFL fifth year-

scientific (biology) preparatory school students. In terms of the 

obtained results, the improvement of the EFL fifth year-scientific 

(biology) preparatory school students’ achievement in writing skill by 

using the Eclectic Method could be attributed to the following factors: 

 A combination of methods can be an effective way to match and 

meet the abilities of students, as well as to create a suitable mix that 

suits the learning environment and goals. 

 The Eclectic Method allows EFL teachers to implement written 

activities by using appropriate classroom techniques. 

 The eclectic approach frees the teacher from having to stick to a 

particular method and allows him to select the techniques that produce 

positive outcomes in the classroom. 
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4.5 Conclusions: In the light of the obtained results, the following 

points are concluded: 

1. The Eclectic Method is more productive than the traditional method 

in teaching writing to EFL Preparatory school students. 

2. The Eclecticism plays an equal role for improving EFL students’ 

performance at both recognition and production levels of writing. 

3. The Eclectic Method encourages cooperative learning and team 

work among the students and assisting them in expressing their 

thoughts and ideas. 

4. The Eclectic Method can be one of the methods for assisting 

students in expressing their thoughts and ideas. 

5. Teachers of EFL can employ various appropriate classroom 

techniques while teaching writing to their students. 

6. The Eclectic Method presents a better learning environment for 

students, as well as it is  a conceptual method that employs a variety of 

styles, and  ideas to facilitate efficient learning. 
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4.6 Recommendations:  In terms of the obtained results and drawn 

conclusions, the following recommendations are put forward: 

1. Preparatory schools  teachers must keep up with the new trends for 

teaching EFL and should be aware of the effective methods and 

techniques for teaching English, in general and writing, in particular. 

2. EFL syllabus-designers are recommended to construct pre-service 

educational materials that inform student-teachers about the benefits of 

the Eclectic Method in improving students' performance in English, 

particularly in writing. 

3. Specialists are recommended to provide in-service training courses 

to EFL teachers in order to train them in employing the Eclectic 

Method for teaching English for their students. 

4. Since there is no ideal method for teaching English, teachers 

should be allowed to choose techniques, methods, and activities that are 

appropriate for their students. 

5. Teachers are recommended to organize and make a blend of 

methods they think are appropriate. Each method has its value and 

uniqueness, on one side and its difficulties and disadvantages, on the 

other side. 
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